GOING TO THE GAME WITH

TERRAZZO

S

tadiums, arenas, and ball parks play host to millions of visitors every year. These venues are used in a variety
of formats to host sporting events, concerts, conventions, as well as many other entertainment functions. These
facilities are relied upon to be flexible in order accommodate many different events.
To accommodate high volumes of visitors, stadiums are being designed with large areas of usable space. During
events held at these arenas you can count on heavy foot traffic from all the activity of the spectators getting in & out of
the facility, getting to their seats, and visiting the concession areas. There isn’t a better flooring option suited to handle
this task than Terrazzo.

Hit it out of the park with Durability

Many sports venues around the world have withstood

the test of time serving as the home of its respective
team for many years. Terrazzo proves to be the obvious
choice with its functionality and performance surpassing
those of other flooring systems. Terrazzo’s impeccable
durability and strength are ideal for all the various high
traffic areas found within sporting venues such as the
concourses, hallways, rest rooms, suites, and vendor
shops.
Renovations and additions are very common in these
types of facilities as well. Other flooring systems such
as vinyl tile have to be replaced frequently in these
large, high traffic areas, while terrazzo stands the test
of time usually outlasting the building itself. The initial
cost of other flooring systems might appear to be more
affordable, but don’t be fooled by an initial savings that
will end up costing you more over the long haul.

Design Flexibility - A Winner for Creativity

One of the greatest characteristics of terrazzo is the expansive design flexibility. With limitless epoxy color possibilities and
various aggregate selections this gives the owner/designer the ability to create “branding” in the venue by including team logos,

mascots, or corporate sponsorships. The limitless design options also provide an opportunity to use the terrazzo flooring as wayfinding for the patrons to locate exits, rest rooms, seating, or concessions.
Limited only by your imagination, the possibilities are endless in what you can portray through a floor.

“

terrazzo brings design flexibility to our projects. Along with durability greater than that of other flooring

materials, terrazzo’s wide color pallet and range of aggregate options leaves the designer free to paint the ideal

”

picture, whether it be modern, artistic, classic or detailed.

- Adam Stover, Director of Product Development
Populous Design - Kansas City, MO

Sustainability - Score LEED Points With Terrazzo

Terrazzo flooring was one of the original recycled products created
centuries ago by workers utilizing waste chips from marble slab
processing. Today, terrazzo LEED’s the way by offering terrazzo
aggregates, binders and finished systems that can help your projects
contribute to US Green Building Council’s (USGBC) credits, under the
LEED Rating system, version 4.2.
•

Recycled Content — Terrazzo flooring may contain post industrial
and post consumer recycled glass and or stone aggregate.

•

Health Product Declaration (HPD) & Environmental Product

•

Low Emitting Materials — Epoxy terrazzo is an inorganic based

Declaration (EPD) — Both qualify for LEED points. Terroxy Resin
Systems maintain compliant certifications for both sections.

binder containing no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).
Therefore, epoxy terrazzo will not threaten indoor air quality with
potentially harmful off-gassing during or after the installation
process.

Terrazzo’s Low Maintenance Is A Slam Dunk

As hotdog stands, souvenir stations & beer vendors are strategically placed throughout the concourses of stadiums and arenas,
these are popular areas for fans to be hanging out during halftime or even in the middle of a double-play. Terrazzo flooring is

seamless which is a “home run” for multiple reasons. No seams allows for beverages carts and wheelchairs to move easily and
smoothly from one end to the other. Seamless terrazzo flooring also allows for easy cleaning and sanitizing. Typical day to day
maintenance only requires using a mop and a bucket of warm water. Terroxy Resin Systems Epoxy Matrix will not promote the
growth of bacteria or fungus, helping to maintain sanitation and reduce the transfer of germs among spectators. The seamless
feature of terrazzo floors eliminates the potential for dirt to build up in grout joints, making cleaning easy.
Bring your fans to their feet by adding terrazzo flooring to your next design.
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Visit a Terroxy installation at a local stadium near you...

T&M has supplied millions of square feet of terrazzo in sports arenas throughout the country that include various combinations
of designs, colors, and patterns. We invite you to see for yourselves the suitability terrazzo provides a stadium setting.
Allen Fieldhouse - Lawrence, KS*

Chesapeake Energy Arena - Oklahoma City, OK

Neyland Stadium - Knoxville, TN

Amsoil Arena - Duluth, MN*

Indiana University Basketball - Bloomington, IN

Reynolds Coliseum - Raleigh, NC

Amway Center - Orlando, FL

Indiana University Football - Bloomington, IN*

Saint Joseph University Field House - Philadelphia, PA

Auburn Arena - Auburn, AL*

Intrust Bank Arena - Wichita, KS*

Soldier Field - Chicago, IL

Bank of Oklahoma Arena - Tulsa, OK*

Iowa Event Center - Des Moines, IA

Target Field - Minneapolis, MN

Bobcats Arena - Charlotte, NC*

Kansas University Football Stadium - Lawrence, KS

United Center - Chicago, IL

Cameron Stadium - Durham, NC

Kenan Memorial Stadium - Chapel Hill, NC

University of Florida Stadium - Gainesville, FL

Citi Field - Flushing, NY*

KFC Yum! Center - Louisville, KY*

University of Michigan Stadium - Ann Arbor, MI

Citizens Bank Park - Philadelphia, PA

Lambeau Field - Green Bay, WI*

UNC Carmichael Auditorium - Chapel Hill, NC

Consol Energy Center - Pittsburgh, PA

M&T Bank Stadium - Baltimore, MD

Verizon Center - Washington D.C.

Cowboys Stadium - Arlington, TX

Purdue University - Mackey Arena - West Lafayette, IN

WV University Practice Facility - Morgantown, WV

Evansville Arena - Evansville, IN

New Meadowlands - East Rutherford, NJ

Yankee Stadium - Bronx, NY

*NTMA Honored Projects

For more information on terrazzo flooring systems, contact Terrazzo & Marble Supply by
phone at 800.7.MARBLE or visit our website at www.tmsupply.com

